Art club
Learn about

In place of a noun a pronoun can be used.

“Are you going to Art club? Where is it being held?”
In this sentence, it is used in place of ‘Art club’.
Add the missing pronoun to each sentence.
they

It

them

une amie

1. “

must be held in the art classroom,” replied Senita.

2. “Shall we ask

des amis

?” queried Gary.

3. “OK, maybe

will know,” agreed Senita.

Now try these
Underline the pronouns in this conversation.
1. I love your model. What is it?
2. It’s a monster. Yours is good too.
3. Clay is messy but it is good fun.
4. Yes, my young brother likes it too.

Challenge

Sort these into singular and plural pronouns.
singular pronouns

mine

plural pronouns

it
him

they
ours

theirs
I
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Art club
Learn about
Some pronouns are called possessive pronouns.
They tell us who owns something.
That painting is mine.
The possessive pronoun telling us who owns the painting is mine.
Underline the possessive pronouns and write what they refer to.
1. I need a paintbrush, is that yours?
2. Jacob isn’t using his scissors, use his.

Now try these
Write a possessive pronoun that could be used instead of the words in grey.
mine

hers

yours

1. Do you like my model?

his

theirs
I think your model is better

2. Tom and Joe need to clear their paints up
3. Her water has spilt.

.

.

Move his water so it doesn’t spill, too

.

Challenge
Finish these sentences.
Each sentence must have a different pronoun.
1. There was chaos in the art room
2. The teacher screamed
3. The headteacher walked in
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Playground fun
Learn about
Verbs are words that tell us about actions.
Kate jumps over Jim.
jumps is part of the verb family to jump
to jump jump, jumps, jumping, jumped
amie
Verb family names begin with theune
word
to.
Copy the words next to their correct verb family names.
trip

running

tripping

run

trips

des amis
runs

to run
to trip

Now try these
Each of these words belongs to a verb family.
Write the verb family each word belongs to.
skipped

to skip

puts

hitting

draws

played

walking

Challenge
Write a sentence using a verb from these
verb families. Underline the verb.
to catch
to giggle
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Party time
Learn about
The past tense tells us that something has happened.
We danced to the music.
ed or d is usually added when a verb is changed into the past tense.
ed is added to most verbs. d is added to verbs ending in e.
Add the correct past tense endings to these verbs.
chew

gobble

slurp

scoff

nibble

smile

Now try these
Sometimes the past tense of a verb is irregular.
It doesn’t follow the normal pattern.
to give give, gives, giving, gave
Write the past tense of these verb families.
to find

to throw

Challenge

to hide

to look

present tense
she
they
he
I
they
she
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Complete this table with the correct verb forms.

verb family name
to tickle

to speak

past tense
he

they

we
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Answers
LA = Learn About

NTT = Now Try These

C = Challenge

Art club (1)

Party time

LA
1. It
2.them
3.they

LA
chewed, gobbled, slurped, scoffed,
nibbled, smiled

NTT
1. I love your model. What is it?
2. It’s a monster. Yours is good too.
3. Clay is messy but it is good fun.
4. Yes, my young brother likes it too.

C

C
singular pronouns

plural pronouns

I

they

mine

them

it

ours

him

theirs

NTT
found, threw, spoke, rung

verb
family
name

present
tense

past
tense

to tickle

she tickles
they tickle

he tickled

to hide

he hides
I hide

they hid

to look

they look
she looks

we looked

Art club (2)
LA
1. I need a paintbrush, is that yours?
a paintbrush
2. Jacob isn’t using his scissors, use
his. the scissors
NTT
1. mine, yours
2. theirs
3. Hers, his
C e.g.
1. There was chaos in the art room as
everyone tidied away their things.
2. The teacher screamed at them.
3. The headteacher walked in holding
his hands over his ears.
Playground fun
LA
■ to run – run, runs, running
■ to trip – trip, trips, tripping
NTT
to hit, to play, to put, to draw, to walk
C e.g.
■ Bob didn’t catch the ball.
■ The boys giggled when Bob dropped
the ball.
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